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Word 2016 is the latest version of the reference text editor in the office world, because today it's a little less than an industry standard, so having Word 2016 guidance handy is a pretty good idea because it's a program that we'll end up using yes or yes sometime in our lives. On the Internet we have many options to learn Word 2016, because, in fact, we can
see any educational content about previous versions, which most likely what we learned also serves us for the current one. If you already know the basic work of the program, a good option may be this mini Word 2016 guide in PDF, which you can download for free at the next link. This is a Word 2016 tutorial in very short Spanish because it contains only 4
pages in which it shows us the main news and changes of the text editor par excellence. We can't say it's the perfect stuff to learn at an advanced level, much less, but it will serve to update basic concepts and learn what's new in Microsoft Office 2016 release. It is still valid in 2017 because, at the moment, Microsoft has not released any new versions of its
Microsoft Office suite. And as it certainly can also be a great sub-family to start and learn the basics of the advanced Microsoft Office text editor, we leave below a very useful video with which you can quickly find out what its main features are. By adding a PDF guide in Spanish with this video tutorial also in Spanish, we will be able to quickly learn to handle
ourselves both by the interface that is all said, it is terribly simple, as for its features, which is what we are most interested in the end. In case of any doubt, feel free to leave us a comment  Basic Word CourseClass 1: Basic Concepts, Home, Choice, Fonts, Colors, Bold, Course, Stress, Alignment and FormatationClass 2: Spaces, Moving Words, Phrases,
Items, Insert covers, Photos, Tables, Toolbars and RulesClass 3: Insert Tab: Smart Art, Hyperlinks, Page Number Topics: colors, fonts, effects, fields, orientation, size, columns, watermark, page color, page boundary Class 5: how to create an index in Word automatically easyClass 6: Practical Exercise 1. Managing Spaces, Copying and Inserting Text
Between Lines Class 7: View, View, Save Document and PrintClass 8: Tables, Columns, Rows, CellsClass 9: Dealing with Basic FormulasClass 10: Exercise Tables: Creating a Custom ScheduleClass 11: Creating An Invoice From 0Class 12: How to Put Horizontal and Other VerticalClass 13: How to Make Custom Boundaries and Pages framesClass 14:
How to put another headline or footman on the first page Of Class 15: Using and downloading templates for WordClass 16: How to make a resume in WordClass 17: Divide document words into various files without programsClass 18: How to download and activate the original MICROSOFT OFFICE 2019 license in EnglishClass 2: Spaces Space, Space
Moving Words, Phrases, Paragraphs, Insert covers, Photos, Tables, Toolbar and RuleClass 3: Insert Tab: Smart Art, Hyperlinks, Headlines, Footer, Page Number, Text Box and Word ArtClass 4: Page Layout Tab; Topics: colors, fonts, effects, fields, orientation, size, columns, watermark, page color, page boundary Class 5: how to create an index in Word
automatically easyClass 6: Practical Exercise 1. Gap management, copying and texting between the linesClass 7: Review Options: Review, View, Document Saving and PrintClass 8: Tables 1: Creating Tables, Columns, Strings, CellsClass 9: Dealing with Basic FormulasClass 10: Table Exercise: Creating a Custom ScheduleClass 11: Make a score from
0Class12: How to bet one page horizontal and one page verticalClass 13: How to make custom boundaries and pages framesClass 14: How to put another headline or footman on the first pageClass 15: Use and download templates for WordClass 16: How to make a resume in WordClass 17: Divide the word document into various files without programs
Class 18: How to download and activate the original license of MICROSOFT OFFICE 2019 in Spanish. You can sign up for 15 euros a month here. Includes access to courses, theme downloads, premium plugins and direct support with me for questions. Microlearning / Reading time: 9  content index: 1. Changes in the production environment and
settings. 2. Document management in Word. 3. Formats in word. 4. Insert items into Word. 5. Tools of the word. 6. Forms in word. 7. Macros in word. 8. Ms. Word and the Internet. 9. Additional resources for Word. 10. Downloads and updates. 11. Similar bibliography. Start working with Microsoft Word 2019. You are looking at the online Word 2019 tutorial
that you can follow for free from your device with an internet connection and where you can explore and organize the implementation of it at your own pace. To do this, click on every link or section you want to explore. That's why Microsoft is still offering a desktop version that in 2019 includes local versions of Ms Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Project, Visio,
Access and Publisher. In this online tutorial From basic functions such as creating a document from scratch with the masters to the most advanced functions, where we will see how to combine correspondence, we will make schemes and master documents. We will create indexes and content tables (including illustration indices). How to create bookmarks,
cross references and footnotes in a document. We'll even be assize as we automate some tasks with Ms. Word using macros. You will see throughout this tutorial that this new version has changed little from the previous version, being valid for the same procedures that we have already studied in Word 2016 Tutorial. This is an unofficial tutorial that will give
you access to dozens of resources to master the Word word processor in its 2019 version. Let's move on to your studio... Features and what's new in Word 2019. Performance: Ms Office 2019 is designed to work under Windows 10. Overall, Office 2019 has simplified the way task bar icons are displayed. Now, if possible, everything is cleaner. From the
Review tab we have new options for translation. Topics in dark tones that favor concentration, avoiding distractions. A trend initiated by Design Suite like Adobe. Tags for content. @Menciones to get users' attention. The digital features of the pen have been improved for both writing and hand-drawing. The impact now naturally responds to the pressure and
tilt of the pointer. New icons and 3D effects to insert. Scalable SVG graphics. Insert files with interactive 3D models. Smart holders. Rewrite, lets you find a synomino or say phrases in a different way, and help enrich the texts rather than repeat. (for implementation). Availability: Improvements in paragraphs and intervals between texts. Reading and writing
aloud (text-to-speech functionality or dictation letter). You can now set up more text details, such as setting intervals between characters or between columns. We can hear the text highlighting the words as the speech progresses. Check availability. As we've seen, Ms Word 2019 provides new opportunities to create and collaborate with text documents. 1.
Click on the links in each chapter according to your level to see the theoretical content of each learning block. 2. Some units include exercises and practices to perform on your own team. 3. At the end of each unit, you will be able to exercise self-control through an online test that will measure the degree of knowledge you gain. 4. You can consult doubts
through our facebook group and we will try to resolve them! After the presentation and the structure of the online course, we will stop Content index. If you already have knowledge about Word or word processors you can move on to a chapter that is of interest to you. If, conversely, this is the first time you use Mrs. Word we recommend you go in order in
each chapter... Content index. Changes in the work environment and setting it up. The work environment is similar to previous versions of Ms Word, but if you don't already know, you can see the description of the word CPU screen here below... Ms. Word 2019 Work environment Let's take a look at each of the new tabs that make up the tape: Layout tab.
Fields. I work with a touch interface. Developer tab (VBA Macros). 2. Document management in Word. After we've familiarized ourselves with the work environment, we'll move on to document management. Where we will study how to prepare the main document and its outline. We will be tracking the change in control of the same. Open: View newly opened
documents and open Onedrive (cloud) or local computer files. Other file sites or repositories can be added from your local network or the Internet. View Word documents. 3. Formats in word. Applying the document format. Different types of formats applied to fonts, paragraphs, and other elements of the document, such as boundaries and hatches,
paragraphs, intervals leading. The page breaks down, is added, and deletes sections while keeping the lines together. Create columns with breaks and lengths. Directories and lists: Sort lists. The headline and the footman. Styles, colours and typography. Text, paragraph, and document format. Themes. 4. Insert items into Word. Make calculations in Ms
Word. Insert objects from other apps. Insert Excel sheets into Word. Insert links or hyperlinks. Indices and content tables. Image galleries and ClipArts. Wordart. 5. Tools of the word. Set up the tape. Symbols, equations and fields. Illustrations: Graphics, SmarArt and Captures. Insert symbols, equations, and fields. Remove text from the damaged .doc or
.docx file. Read the text from Ms. Word. 6. Forms in word. Filling out forms. Save data forms for databases. Help texts for forms. 7. Macros in word. XML. Conversions and tags. Supplements and apps. 8. Ms. Word and the Internet. Post on her blog from Ms. Word. Working in the cloud (virtual hard drives). Features of Ms. Office 365. I work as a
group. Message in docs.com. 9. Additional resources for Word. Collections of document templates, blogs and user forums. Video tutorials on Youtube. Related recordings... Smart search. A research tool. Information box Do you want to do? Key shortcuts for Word. The Help Word 2019 menu adds to the traditional help section, Comments, Show Learning
and What's New. In this section we can also include a dialog box Help What do you want to do? Comments contextually allows you to add Like (smile) or I don't like a particular Word feature. It also includes a section that includes text comments, including screenshots. Displaying training requires that the Internet connection be workable. Tips and tricks to
improve your work with Word 2019. New features have been developed and how Office works with Windows 10 to 64-bit, so they work better together. Cloud storage with OneDrive. Now we can insert new 3D objects into our Word documents. Collaboration tools: For example, review changes in common documents. Tips for improving text writing:
10. Downloads and updates. Ms. Office 2019 price plans. Most have an office 365 subscription services, but the on-the-premise version of Office is still supported. 10.1 Minimum installation requirements. PC: User account registered in microsoft.com. Internet access. Windows 10. 2nd processor with a frequency of 1.6 GHz 4GB, 2GB (32 bits) of RAM. 4GB
of available storage space. Screen resolution 1280× 768. Mac: Microsoft account. Internet access. Intel. 4GB of RAM. 10GB of available storage space. Mac OS Advanced or APFS. Screen resolution 1280 × 800. Visit office.com/systemrequirements to see supported versions of Windows 10 and macOS for other feature requirements. 11. Similar
bibliography. Word 2019 (Basic Guides) from ANAYA MULTIMEDIA. The book is designed to be used in any kind of training. In the short term, and with the help of practical exercises and all the material available here, the reader will begin to edit, format, correct and retouch your Word documents as a professional. For all those who come to Word and want
to spend more time on their work rather than figuring out how to make it work, this new edition of Basic Guide will definitely help them. WORLD 2019 - 365: FIRST COURSE STEP ON STEP edition of the Altar. The contents of the book offer the user a fresh, dynamic and didactic way to learn the correct use of Word tools in order to solve the problems that
arise when using this sotfware, turning their learning into a pleasant experience that allows him to use his potential. Topics are always dealt with in a completely practical way, showing step-by-step work and exercises resolved. Summary of the index Explaining and using formats. Creating and processing graphs, forms, etc. Mergers. I work with forms.
Macros, etc. Click to  notes: With this tutorial you can learn from scratch and even perform advanced tasks without the need for prior knowledge. The tasks are explained step by step. This guide is currently in development. We'll be reading it weekly with new chapters. If you have any questions or suggestions on its development, you can comment on it in
the comment box on the footer. By the way, if you don't want to miss the new articles posted join our Facebook group! You're invitad@!!!. invitad@!!!
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